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Abstract

Although the rates of disease gene discovery have steadily increased with the expanding

use of genome and exome sequencing by clinical and research laboratories, only ~16% of

genes in the genome have confirmed disease associations. Here we describe our clinical

laboratory's experience utilizing GeneMatcher, an online portal designed to promote

disease gene discovery and data sharing. Since 2016, we submitted 246 candidates from

243 unique genes to GeneMatcher, of which 111 (45%) are now clinically characterized.

Submissions meeting our candidate gene‐reporting criteria based on a scoring system

using patient and molecular‐weighted evidence were significantly more likely to be

characterized as of October 2021 versus genes that did not meet our clinical‐reporting

criteria (p= 0.025). We reported relevant findings related to these newly characterized

gene–disease associations in 477 probands. In 218 (46%) instances, we issued re-

classifications after an initial negative or candidate gene (uncertain) report. We co-

authored 104 publications delineating gene–disease relationships, including descriptions

of new associations (60%), additional supportive evidence (13%), subsequent descriptive

cohorts (23%), and phenotypic expansions (4%). Clinical laboratories are pivotal for dis-

ease gene discovery efforts and can screen phenotypes based on genotype matches,

contact clinicians of relevant cases, and issue proactive reclassification reports.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The past decade has been a time of rapid disease gene discovery,

driven by the rise in popularity of next‐generation sequencing (NGS)

technologies and the increasing use of web‐based collaborative data‐

sharing initiatives, such as the Matchmaker Exchange (https://www.

matchmakerexchange.org/; Bamshad et al., 2019; Boycott et al., 2019;

Chong et al., 2015; Sobreira et al., 2015, 2017). Matchmaker Exchange

enhances data sharing and characterization of novel gene–disease

associations by connecting multiple genomic and phenotypic data-

bases through a shared application programming interface (Sobreira

et al., 2017). One component of Matchmaker Exchange is Gene-

Matcher (http://www.genematcher.org), which connects scientists and

clinicians to share standardized data on candidate genes and the
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associated phenotypes of individuals with presumed Mendelian dis-

orders (Sobreira et al., 2015). By sharing candidate gene information

through GeneMatcher, researchers can assemble a critical mass of

probands to support the characterization of new gene–disease asso-

ciations, thus increasing the overall diagnostic yield of testing and the

potential to identify new therapeutic targets (Bamshad et al., 2019;

Sobreira et al., 2015). Ultimately, disease gene discovery impacts pa-

tients by ending the notorious “diagnostic odyssey,” providing more

tailored clinical care and informing reproductive risks. However, most

of the data generated by clinical laboratories around the globe are not

adequately available for data sharing and matchmaking due to a lack of

platforms to systematically upload raw sequencing data and data‐

sharing policies (Boycott et al., 2019).

A spike in disease gene discovery rates occurred as the adoption

of NGS technologies became more prominent (Bamshad et al., 2019;

Boycott et al., 2017). However, the rates of publications reporting

these discoveries are not keeping up (Bamshad et al., 2019). The

elusive gene–disease relationships that remain to be described may

be due to several factors, including complex inheritance or the dif-

ficulty in ascertaining probands with extremely rare disorders. Pub-

lications may be delayed until the collection of a large enough cohort

with robust clinical data curation and paired functional studies. This

can hinder the characterization of gene–disease associations for ex-

tremely rare disorders that are less conducive to cohort studies.

Moving forward, participation in data‐sharing initiatives is even more

imperative to help identify the elusive, ultrarare diagnoses.

Therefore, clinical laboratories that offer diagnostic exome se-

quencing (DES) are valuable partners for disease gene discovery,

especially if variants in uncharacterized genes are evaluated as part of

the DES reporting workflow (Bamshad et al., 2019; Farwell Hagman

et al., 2017; Retterer et al., 2016). However, the reporting criteria for

uncharacterized candidate genes vary between clinical laboratories.

Published reports cite 6%–24% of DES cases include a reported

candidate gene (Farwell Hagman et al., 2017; Retterer et al., 2016).

Our laboratory developed a standardized and validated scoring me-

tric for evaluating gene–disease validity (GDV) (Smith et al., 2017).

Each gene–disease relationship receives a GDV score and genes may

have multiple curated disease associations. Genes with limited evi-

dence for a specific disease association are considered un-

characterized and those with a GDV score of moderate or higher are

considered characterized for that phenotype. Variants identified in

characterized and uncharacterized gene associations may be re-

ported, and GDV scores are continuously updated as new evidence

becomes available (Farwell et al., 2015; Farwell Hagman et al., 2017).

We submit variants in uncharacterized genes that meet or nearly

fulfill reporting criteria to GeneMatcher. A systematic approach to

which variants are the most likely to be disease‐causing in a proband

before submitting to data‐sharing initiatives is critical to ensure po-

sitive outcomes to matches.

Our laboratory submits to GeneMatcher if the existing knowl-

edge of the gene function is consistent with the proband's reported

clinical presentation and there is compelling evidence for the variant

pathogenicity. This process selects for high‐confidence, potentially

disease‐causing variants representing the strongest candidates and is

consistent with the “gene‐to‐patient” model proposed by Seaby et al.

(2021), to reduce the burden of sifting through large volumes of

unvetted variants (“analytical noise”). The resulting connections ide-

ally lead to peer‐reviewed publications and sufficient evidence to

confirm new gene–disease associations (Figure 1).

Comprehensive phenotypic data, ideally in the form of clinical

notes summarizing the salient medical history, are crucial for accu-

rately identifying relevant variants in uncharacterized genes for

probands undergoing DES (Seaby & Ennis, 2020). This is especially

true when evaluating clinical overlap for candidate genes with limited

or no patient reports in the literature. Robust clinical data are ben-

eficial to identify links between a proband's features and a gene with

limited evidence based on animal models and other functional data. In

addition, detailed and specific clinical information is valuable when

evaluating matches with other GeneMatcher users.

Here we report our laboratory's experience with GeneMatcher,

how it has impacted the characterization of gene–disease associa-

tions, and the resulting publications on gene–disease associations.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | GDV assessment and gene characterization

Our clinical laboratory has established standardized guidelines for

curating and scoring GDV that were independently validated (Smith

et al., 2017). This tiered system is similar to the ClinGen model and

scores evidence of gene–disease relationships as definitive, strong,

moderate, limited, no reported evidence, or conflicting evidence re-

ported (Strande et al., 2017). A team of scientists curate peer‐

reviewed literature on an ongoing basis and determine the GDV

score for each gene–disease relationship. Scores of “moderate” or

higher are considered characterized, and those with a score of “lim-

ited” or lower are uncharacterized. Some genes have evidence to

support associations with more than one phenotype, inheritance

pattern, or disease mechanism. This could include genes with multiple

characterized associations or a combination of characterized and

uncharacterized associations (Smith et al., 2017). Gene–disease re-

lationships classified as “limited” by GDV assessment may be included

as an uncharacterized candidate for clinical‐reporting purposes.

Genes with supporting evidence, but which do not meet the re-

porting criteria, are not included on reports but may be reported as

“notable” findings and are available to clinicians by way of filtered

variant lists (Farwell Hagman et al., 2017).

2.2 | Exome sequencing

DES was performed as previously described (Farwell et al., 2015;

Farwell Hagman et al., 2017). In brief, samples were prepared using

either the SureSelect Target Enrichment System (Agilent Technolo-

gies), SeqCap EZ VCRome 2.0 (Roche NimbleGen), or the IDT
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xGen Exome Research Panel V1.0 (Integrated DNA Technologies).

Sequencing was performed using paired‐end, 100 or 150‐cycle

chemistry on the Illumina HiSeq, NovaSeq, or NextSeq (Illumina).

Bioinformatics filtering removed common benign variants, intergenic

and 3′/5′‐untranslated region variants, intronic variants outside ±6,

and nonsplice‐related synonymous variants. Family history‐based

filtering and inheritance models were applied to the data. Alterations

that have clinical overlap with the patient's reported phenotype and

are classified as variants of uncertain significance or higher are re-

ported (Farwell et al., 2015).

F IGURE 1 (See caption on next page)
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2.3 | Candidate gene analysis for diagnostic exome
cases

All probands with informative trios, defined as having samples from

family members representing both the maternal and paternal linea-

ges, and negative results after characterized gene review undergo

additional candidate gene analysis at our laboratory as previously

described (Farwell Hagman et al., 2017). If an identified characterized

gene finding only accounts for part of a patient's phenotype, un-

characterized genes can be analyzed for causes of the unaccounted‐

for clinical features. Uncharacterized genes that meet reporting cri-

teria are considered candidate genes with uncertain clinical sig-

nificance (Richards et al., 2015). Alterations in uncharacterized genes

identified during analysis as having potential relevance undergo dual

scientist and director review to determine if there is adequate evi-

dence to report as a candidate finding (Farwell Hagman et al., 2017).

These reporting criteria are based on a scoring system using weighted

evidence including previous patients reports, animal models, micro-

deletion/duplication syndromes encompassing the gene of interest,

and functional evidence including expression profiles and interaction

with genes associated with similar phenotypes (Farwell Hagman

et al., 2017).

2.4 | Data sharing to GeneMatcher

Our laboratory began submitting to GeneMatcher in March 2016.

Alterations reported as a candidate gene finding or classified as

“insufficient evidence” but with substantiation for disease relevance are

entered on an ongoing basis. Separate entries are submitted for cases

with novel mechanisms or inheritance models associated with a gene.

2.5 | Follow‐up to matches

Matches go to a designated inbox (genematcher@ambrygen.com)

monitored by research staff. Upon receiving a match notification, all

cases with rare variants and consistent genotypes in a matched gene

of interest are reviewed for clinical overlap. High‐level phenotypic

data and variant information are shared in a Health Insurance Port-

ability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)‐compliant manner with Gen-

eMatcher collaborators to assess the integrity of the match. Ordering

clinicians for matched cases are contacted by email with a general

description of the collaboration, the investigator's contact informa-

tion, and the gene of interest. A second follow‐up message to the

ordering provider is sent by encrypted email and contains the pro-

band's identifiable information and variant of interest. Other relevant

information may also be included, for example, if an alteration did not

meet our reporting criteria at the time of the initial report, and

therefore there is no documentation of the alteration or if it was not

Sanger confirmed. We do not share clinician or patient contact in-

formation with the collaborating investigator without consent. Once

a connection is established, the clinician works with the family to

obtain appropriate consent for inclusion in any resulting work. We

continue as a partner to share additional data as requested (Sanger or

integrative genomics viewer imaging, testing methodology details),

DNA (if available), and additional family testing for variant cose-

gregation. For some cases, our laboratory issues research‐grade

single‐site analysis reports to document alterations not previously

reported to aid in the clinician's discussion with the family.

2.6 | Data analysis

To assess the overall impact of our laboratory's involvement with

GeneMatcher, we analyzed the outcomes of our submissions to date.

For purposes of this analysis, duplicate entries for a candidate

gene–disease relationship with the same inheritance, zygosity, and

alteration type were consolidated and counted as a single entry. We

retrospectively reviewed all our DES cases from 2011 through

January 2021 and tabulated the number of probands with reported

alterations in genes with a GeneMatcher submission. We only

counted cases associated with the phenotype related to the Gene-

Matcher entry for genes with more than one disease association. We

assessed the classification of the gene at the time of the initial

report (uncharacterized or characterized), the current GDV score

F IGURE 1 Uncharacterized gene reporting and reclassification workflow Figure 1: Up until 2020, uncharacterized gene analysis was performed for
informative trios with an uncertain or negative result following characterized gene analysis. Currently, uncharacterized genes are analyzed for negative
cases or for probands where the identified characterized gene finding only accounts for part their phenotype (“partial overlap”). Genes are continually
evaluated based on the latest literature to determine whether the published evidence is sufficient to characterize the gene–disease association. Once
characterized, all previously reported diagnostic exome sequencing (DES) cases with rare variants in a gene are assessed for clinical overlap and
proactive reclassification reports are issued to appropriate cases. Our laboratory has several workflows addressing uncertain results for reclassification.
New gene characterizations result in our highest rate of reclassifications. Participation in data‐sharing initiatives include GeneMatcher, ClinVar, the
Undiagnosed Disease Network, and collaborations established directly with investigators. Only gene and variant information are shared on these
platforms with follow‐up clinical details provided on a case‐by‐case basis. Ordering clinicians are contacted for a promising lead and connected to
collaborators for additional data sharing and patient consent to participate in publications or additional studies. Other efforts for reclassification include
performing reanalysis by clinician request and implementing bioinformatic pipeline upgrades and other technology upgrades, both of which are largely
time dependent. Family studies and additional laboratory studies (i.e., RNA analysis and structural modeling) are variant‐dependent and, to date, not
widely available for most alterations
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(uncharacterized, moderate, strong, or definitive), and the number of

probands who received a reclassification report due to gene char-

acterization. We used Fisher's exact test for statistical analysis.

To quantify our laboratory's contribution to disease gene dis-

covery efforts, we queried PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/) for peer‐reviewed publications focused on gene characteriza-

tion efforts, which listed authors affiliated with Ambry Genetics.

These articles were reviewed for content and categorized as (1) de-

scription of new gene–disease association, (2) follow‐up case report

or supportive evidence (i.e., functional or animal model evidence),

(3) follow‐up descriptive cohort, and (4) follow‐up expansion of the

phenotype. Publications that included a broadening and further de-

fining of the phenotypic spectrum but not a major expansion in the

phenotype were counted as a follow‐up descriptive cohort. We

cross‐referenced this published gene list with our GeneMatcher

submissions.

3 | RESULTS

In total, we submitted 246 candidate entries representing 243 unique

genes to GeneMatcher from our laboratory between March 2016

and September 2021 (Table S1). Four gene entries (EIF2C, ITGA11,

LRFN2, and UNC45B) were subsequently marked as “suspended”

because they no longer met candidate gene criteria per our labora-

tory's GDV scoring metric. All four of these genes were in cases

reported before the establishment of our current candidate gene

criteria (Farwell Hagman et al., 2017). Upon reanalysis of these cases,

the evidence for the variant and gene's relevance to the case was

determined to be insufficient and the entries were suspended. By

practice, we remove cases from GeneMatcher if the initial evidence

used to score it is no longer valid. However, cases are not removed

solely, because a match was not made. Of note, one of these sus-

pended genes, UNC45B, was later characterized for an autosomal

dominant congenital myopathy in December 2020; however, we had

originally submitted it as an autosomal recessive cause of Joubert

syndrome with skeletal and ocular anomalies. Three genes (ANK3,

RYR3, and SPTBN4) each had two entries representing distinct phe-

notypes of interest including differences in inheritance models or

suspected mechanism of disease.

As of October 2021, 45% of entries have been characterized

(Table 1). Most candidate gene entries were for autosomal dominant

de novo occurrences; however, there are no significant differences

for characterization based on zygosity, inheritance pattern, or al-

terations type. Of the 246 entries, 153 (62%) had at least one case

with a reported uncharacterized gene finding, meaning the gene,

variant, proband combination met candidate gene‐reporting criteria

described in Farwell Hagman et al. (2017). Submissions that had at

least one case meeting our candidate criteria were significantly more

likely to be characterized (78/153; 51%) as of October 2021 com-

pared with genes with no candidates meeting reporting criteria

(33/93; 35%; p = 0.025). There were 32 genes with uncharacterized

reports issued to multiple probands (range 2–4). These gene

candidates were significantly more likely to be characterized com-

pared with genes with only one candidate report (p = 0.003) and no

candidate reports (p < 0.001).

In total, 196 probands received a candidate gene report involving

one of the genes entered in GeneMatcher. Subsequently, 477 pro-

bands received a characterized report, which accounts for 12% (477/

4012) of all characterized gene reports from our laboratory (data not

shown). Of these 477 cases, 218 (46%) were reclassifications of an

original result (Figure 2). Reclassifications include upgrades from

candidate gene results (uncertain) or the addition of the finding to a

previous report. Seventy‐five genes had more than one reported

characterized case (range of 2–31 patients).

Our laboratory coauthored 104 peer‐reviewed papers describing

gene–disease associations for 105 unique genes between 2013 and

2021 (Table S2). Thirty‐nine percent (41/104) of these publications

were for genes we submitted to GeneMatcher. Other publications

were the result of collaborations made through other sources in-

cluding with ordering clinicians, investigators recruiting through

ClinVar, and researchers who contacted our laboratory directly for

recruitment purposes. Most publications were the initial description

of a gene–disease association (60%). These studies also include

follow‐up publications that further defined rare Mendelian disorders

through additional case reports, subsequent descriptive cohorts, and

phenotypic expansions (Figure 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

Patient identification is a critical but limiting step in the disease gene

discovery process for rare disorders. Clinical laboratories can aid

these efforts by screening large testing cohorts for relevant pheno-

types based on genotype matches, contacting clinicians of appro-

priate cases, and issuing proactive reclassification reports. Here we

show that selective submission of cases with considerable evidence

for a new disease association creates meaningful contributions to

disease gene discoveries.

Over the last 5 years, our laboratory has entered 246 candidate

entries into GeneMatcher of which 45% are now characterized.

Entries that met our candidate gene reporting criteria were sig-

nificantly more likely to be characterized. This was especially true for

genes with multiple candidate reports issued, which highlights that

more prevalent disorders are easier to ascertain and therefore

characterized. Although de novo and biallelic alterations represent a

large percentage of our GeneMatcher entries (57% and 34%, re-

spectively), there was no significant difference for the likelihood to be

characterized based on inheritance, zygosity, or alteration type. This

demonstrates how our process of evaluating and reporting existing

evidence for a suspected gene–disease association is a strong pre-

dictor regardless of the mechanism. We maximize positive match

outcomes by limiting submissions to those with substantial evidence.

Follow‐up communications to screen matches and recontact patients

are laborious. Therefore, contributors should integrate standardized

methods to vet candidates before submitting to GeneMatcher to
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ensure the highest‐quality data are available and superfluous com-

munications can be avoided.

Identifying these strong candidates is contingent on having access

to quality clinical data submitted at the time of testing. Comprehensive

clinic notes that summarize the salient points of a proband's pheno-

type should be submitted with all DES testing. These records are

helpful not only for accurate variant assessment but also for potential

gene characterization work. Robust clinical data can help identify links

between a proband's features and a gene with limited published evi-

dence. In our laboratory's experience with reviewing cases, those with

more specific and complete clinical information are more likely to re-

sult in positive matches compared to probands with only vague phe-

notypic descriptions. In some instances, we amass sufficient clinical

data and evidence to characterize a gene–disease association based on

internal data. For example, we identified six internal probands with de

novo rare ZNF292 alterations and similar neurodevelopmental phe-

notypes more than one year before the manuscript describing the

association was published (Mirzaa et al., 2020).

Once a match is made based on our phenotypic review, we

connect collaborators to the clinicians to share more in‐depth med-

ical histories. Detailed and sizable case series are often needed to

garnish enough evidence to meet the criteria for gene–disease

characterization. For example, CHD3 was reported as a gene of in-

terest in patients with neurodevelopmental disorders in several large

cohort studies (Deciphering Development Disorders Study, 2017;

Iossifov et al., 2014; O'Roak et al., 2014), but did not meet our criteria

for characterization until a case series with detailed phenotypic data

years after the first published report (Snijders Blok et al., 2018). Large

TABLE 1 Characteristics of GeneMatcher entries

Entries (n = 246) Entries (%) Characterized (n = 111) Characterized (%)

Inheritance

Autosomal dominant—de novo 140 57% 65 46%

Autosomal recessive 83 34% 37 45%

Autosomal dominant—inherited mutation 10 4% 3 30%

X‐linked 10 4% 5 50%

Autosomal dominant—unknown inheritance 3 1% 1 33%

Zygosity

Heterozygous 153 62% 69 45%

Compound heterozygous 44 18% 20 45%

Homozygous 40 16% 18 45%

Hemizygous 9 4% 4 44%

Alteration type

Missense 192 58% 82 43%

Predicted LOF 103 31% 52 50%

Predicted abnormal splicing 29 9% 12 41%

Nonframeshift deletion/duplication 7 2% 3 43%

Candidate reporting status

Met candidate reporting criteria (all cases) 153 62% 78 51%*

Met candidate reporting criteria (2+ reports) 32 13% 24 75%**

Did not meet candidate reporting criteria 93 38% 33 35%

Current clinical validity score

Characterized 111 45%

Uncharacterized 135 55%

Note: Inheritance, zygosity, and alteration types for GeneMatcher entries are listed. Entries with homozygous or compound heterozygous alterations
reported were counted for each alteration type to accurately record the percentage of each alteration type. There were no statistical differences within

the inheritance, zygosity, or alteration type categories. Entries that met our candidate gene‐reporting criteria for one (p = 0.025) or multiple probands
(p < 0.001) were significantly more likely to be characterized as of October 2021 compared with entries that we did not report as candidate findings.
Genes with multiple candidate reports were also significantly more likely to be characterized versus genes with only one candidate report issued
(p = 0.003).

*p = 0.025; **p < 0.001.
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cohort studies typically take longer to publish, delaying the necessary

evidence for characterization to be available. This delay is more

profound for gene–disease associations in extremely rare conditions

that are less conducive to cohort studies and disorders with clinical

heterogeneity, which require large cohorts to identify the phenotypic

commonalities.

Significantly, these delays can stall delivery of diagnostic findings

to patients and providers. The characterization of new gene–disease

relationships have a cascading effect with the potential for multiple

patients to receive a reclassified diagnostic finding. Here we found

genes with GeneMatcher entries ultimately resulted in 477 probands

receiving a characterized reportable finding. This accounts for a

substantial portion (12%) of our total DES cohort with reported

characterized findings. Importantly, nearly half of the probands with

reported variants in these genes received a reclassification report.

Laboratories should have processes to curate and score new GDV

evidence in real time and retrospectively evaluate cases for proactive

reclassification.

In addition to issuing reclassification following a new

gene–disease association, clinical laboratories can serve as a re-

cruitment hub to quickly identify additional probands for follow‐up

reports. Additional patients can further power studies to clarify

genotype–phenotype correlations and phenotypic spectrums. Pub-

lications describing larger cohorts often follow an initial report of a

new gene–disease relationship. For example, we coauthored Peng

et al. (2017), which described the association between biallelic FDXR

alterations and auditory neuropathy and optic atrophy. The following

year, we collaborated with Slone et al. (2018) on a follow‐up study to

include additional patient reports and functional evidence. We col-

laborated on 25 subsequent cohort studies and 14 publications de-

scribing a single case report or other data in support of a newly

described association. Five of our publications describe phenotypic

expansions to include major features not previously reported

(citations listed in Table S2).

There are several other ways clinical laboratories can further

assist the research process. In cases where a candidate gene may not

F IGURE 2 Overall impact of gene characterization following GeneMatcher entry Figure 2: 477 characterized gene reports were issued as of
October 2021 for gene–disease associations entered in GeneMatcher. In total, 218 (45%) of these were reclassifications proactively issued by
the laboratory. One hundred and nine of these reports were upgraded reclassifications from candidate gene reports and 109 were
reclassifications issued to individuals who did not initially meet our candidate gene reporting criteria. After establishing a gene–disease
association, 259 additional probands received a relevant finding in one of these genes, illustrating the impact disease gene discoveries have on
the overall diagnostic exome sequencing (DES) diagnostic rate. For 79 cases for which we issued a candidate gene report, the gene–disease
association remains uncharacterized. In four cases, further review of a reported candidate gene no longer met our criteria. These findings were
removed from the proband's report and reclassifications were issued. In addition, these matches were marked as “suspended” in GeneMatcher.
Currently, we have four cases pending review for reclassification based on recent literature
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have met reporting criteria, we can provide reports documenting the

presence of an alteration, but not commenting on the clinical re-

levance until sufficient information is amassed and reported that

meets our characterization status. Clinicians request these reports to

facilitate discussion with families about an alteration that was not

originally included on a DES report and the option to enroll in a study

further investigating a disease association. We also share remaining

banked DNA (if available and with the appropriate permissions) with

researchers and provide cascade testing to other family members for

purposes of risk prediction, recurrence risk estimates, and variant

segregation within a family. In addition, involving clinical laboratories

in collaboration shortens the time from publication to reclassification

report issuance. We previously found that clinically relevant re-

classification results were issued faster for publications on which we

were collaborators compared with genes for which we were not in-

cluded in the publication (presented previously at Towne et al., 2019).

The involvement of clinical laboratories in data‐sharing platforms

such as the Matchmaker Exchange expedites the delivery of diag-

nostic findings to patients.

4.1 | Next steps

Most of our GeneMatcher entries (91%) were for autosomal domi-

nant de novo occurrences or autosomal recessive reports. Further

work is needed to identify disease genes with lower penetrance or

complex inheritance patterns and will require extensive involvement

in data‐sharing initiatives. As DES use extends into new clinical set-

tings, there is potential to discover disease genes associated with

additional phenotypes. For example, there is the opportunity to

identify severe disorders that are typically lethal in the prenatal

setting. Ongoing participation in GeneMatcher and other Match-

maker Exchange platforms will heighten the diagnostic and disease

gene discovery power of DES.

5 | CONCLUSION

Clinical laboratories are valuable partners for research initiatives,

especially those involving disease gene discovery efforts. We con-

tinually curate evidence for gene–disease associations by in-

corporating standardized GDV scoring and uncharacterized gene

analysis into our laboratory's DES workflow. By prioritizing the cases

with substantial evidence through GeneMatcher, we streamline the

matching process and optimize outcomes. In turn, this has a mean-

ingful impact on DES diagnostic rates and allows for efficient re-

classification of variants for previously tested individuals.
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